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Dear Editors:

I am writing to resubmit the revised manuscript entitled “Cost-effectiveness of human papillomavirus vaccination for prevention of cervical cancer in Taiwan” for your consideration to be published on your esteemed journal. Thank you very much for your patience and attention to this matter. My colleagues and I have amended our manuscript with the formatting changes you request prior to publication as follows:

**Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)**

*Tables: Tables of up to 3 pages or a single landscaped page are allowed, if they are longer please move to additional files and update any reference to them accordingly.*

1. In the updated version of manuscript, Table 1 has been reformatted onto three portrait pages following your advice.

**Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)**

*Underlining/coloured text - please remove from the text. You may replace it with bold if you wish.*

2. We have removed all underlines which were originally marked for the convenience of editors or reviewers. Moreover, we do not use any colored text in this new version of paper.
References: please provide the full citation details for reference 41. You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmccenet/ifora/#references.

3. Because this paper is an in press article with Epub ahead of print on Sep 3 of 2009, we have adjusted the citation of this reference as: 41. Tang CH, Pwu RF, Tsai IC, Wang HI, You SL, Chen CA, Scuffham PA, Hsieh CY, Chou CY, Lin SR et al: Costs of cervical cancer and precancerous lesions treatment in a publicly financed health care system. Arch Gynecol Obstet, in press.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

4. We have checked the most recent version of our manuscript and made typographical revisions.

We hope that the revised manuscript now conforms to your guidelines, but please let us know if there is still any problem.

We are looking forwards to hearing from you soon.

Kindest Regards,

Jung-Der Wang
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